Introduction
============

The alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH)[^2^](#FN3){ref-type="fn"} reaction ([Equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is a key transformation of biological catalysis. It is exploited by the living cell in a wide variety of metabolic pathways ([@B1]--[@B4]) and has important practical applications in the synthesis of pharmaceuticals ([@B5]--[@B8]). The overall enzymatic conversion proceeds with release of one proton for each molecule NAD(P)H formed upon substrate oxidation ([Equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

![](zbc00912-9758-m01)

The catalytic chemistry of ADH enzymes involves hydride transfer to NAD(P)^+^ coupled to a multistep proton transfer functioning in the abstraction of proton from alcohol substrate and delivery of proton to solvent ([@B9], [@B10]). Proton translocation from the ADH active site to bulk water usually occurs through a succession of "proton hops" along a wire of conducting groups, the so-called proton relay, which are connected by hydrogen bonds ([@B9], [@B11]--[@B15]). This proton translocation is often regarded as a process in rapid equilibrium. However, kinetic studies of horse liver ADH have shown that the proton transfer can become rate-limiting for the overall enzymatic reaction ([@B16]), emphasizing how important it is to consider proton transfer in the ADH mechanism. As in the horse liver enzyme, the overall proton transfer in the different ADHs[^3^](#FN4){ref-type="fn"} must probably be viewed as a dynamic process in which protein conformational changes at different time and length scales are coupled to the actual protonation/deprotonation events ([@B16], [@B17]). The molecular characterization of dynamic features of the proton transfer is a current theme of fundamental importance in mechanistic enzymology ([@B17]--[@B24]). Such as in the classical ADHs ([Equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), coupling of hydride transfer to a multistep proton transfer is a distinctive feature of the catalytic mechanism of various other NAD(P)^+^-dependent dehydrogenases ([@B24], [@B25]), as well as alcohol oxidases utilizing FAD or FMN as cofactor to promote hydride-transfer oxidation of their substrates ([@B18], [@B19], [@B26]--[@B29]). Elucidation of the involvement of the proton relay system in the steps of the catalytic cycle presents a key scientific problem for each of these enzymes.

Mannitol 2-dehydrogenase from the bacterium *Pseudomonas fluorescens* (*Pf*M2DH)[^4^](#FN5){ref-type="fn"} shows a proton shuttle system that is quite noticeable among ADHs and mechanistically related oxidoreductases. Crystal structures of *Pf*M2DH have revealed a narrow channel that is accessible to water and connects the active site with bulk solvent ([@B30]). The *Pf*M2DH channel shares various features of molecular anatomy ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) with the canonical proton channels of redox-driven proton pumps such as cytochrome *c* oxidase ([@B31]) and bacteriorhodopsin ([@B32]--[@B35]). It contains a "mobile" carboxylic acid residue (Glu^292^) accommodated within an otherwise comparatively hydrophobic channel interior. The side chain of Glu^292^ was seen to adopt distinct conformations down ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and up ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*) the channel in the holoenzyme bound with NAD^+^ and a ternary complex of *Pf*M2DH with NAD^+^ and mannitol, respectively. The down → up movement of Glu^292^ represents the largest (≈5 Å displacement) among a series of small structural rearrangements in and outside of the *Pf*M2DH channel that occur in response to mannitol binding, as shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplemental Movie S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). Globally, the conformational change of *Pf*M2DH can be characterized as a subtle domain-opening process in which the C-terminal substrate-binding domain rotates away by about ∼2° from the N-terminal NAD^+^-binding domain, using the loop region of residues 282--287 as the hinge region. At the top of the channel on the *Pf*M2DH surface, two ionizable amino acids (His^294^, Glu^293^) are positioned opposite to each other within hydrogen bonding distance ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The interaction between His^294^ and Glu^293^ becomes disrupted as a result of the down → up movement of Glu^292^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). We extrapolate from reported relationships between structure and function of proton channels ([@B36]) that the particular arrangement of His^294^ and Glu^293^ might serve the role of a local proton reservoir, facilitating uptake and release of protons in each direction through adjustment of trans-channel proton gradient.

![**Side chain movement of Glu^292^ in the proton channel of *Pf*M2DH, and proposed proton translocation pathways.** *Panels A* and *B* show close ups from the enzyme-NAD^+^ (PDB [1LJ8](1LJ8)) and the enzyme-NAD^+^-mannitol (PDB [1M2W](1M2W)) crystal structures, respectively. *Panel C* depicts two possible mechanisms of participation of Glu^292^ in proton translocation, as proton shuttle (*I*) or gate (*II*). The water channel is derived from Asp^190^-Asn^195^ forming a loop that contains the oxyanion hole residue Asn^191^ (*yellow*), Ala^227^-Val^229^ from β11 sheet, and Val^288^-Ile^296^ forming the α10 helix containing the catalytic base Lys^295^ (*yellow*) and Glu^292^ (*magenta*). Hydrogen bonding interactions (distance ≤3.1 Å) between water molecules (*red spheres*) and amino acid residues or backbone amide groups are shown by *dashed lines*. NAD^+^ and mannitol are shown in *blue* and *green*, respectively.](zbc0101297580001){#F1}

Two mechanisms of proton transfer via the catalytic base Lys^295^ ([@B37], [@B38]) were considered for *Pf*M2DH ([@B30]). One involves a shuttling motion of Glu^292^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*, I*) comparable with the mode of proton translocation utilized by known proton pumps ([@B34], [@B35], [@B39], [@B40]). Of note, assistance from Glu^292^ to the removal of protons from the active site could provide internal "pull" to oxidation of the bound alcohol substrate. In an alternative scenario, Glu^292^ acts as a gate that opens as a result of the up-flip of the Glu side chain, thereby establishing a "water wire" along which protons can flow to solvent ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, II*). In both mechanisms, proton translocation would be effectively discontinuous, and the essential time switch for the conformational change of Glu^292^ might be provided by events of the catalytic cycle. In marked contrast to *Pf*M2DH, proton relays of other ADHs are typically built from hydrogen bond networks that seem to operate continuously and do not involve major conformational rearrangements to achieve the proton translocation ([@B11], [@B16]).

In this work, site-directed mutagenesis, kinetics, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation were used to interrogate the proposed dynamic function of Glu^292^ during proton transfer by *Pf*M2DH. Replacement of the Glu by Ala was chosen to disrupt shuttling motions ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, I*) or to prevent closing of the proton channel ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, II*). The requirement to decrease steric bulk at position 292 in the channel explains the use of a small residue as compared with the approximately isosteric Gln. Catalysis to mannitol oxidation could thus be compared for situations in which protein control over proton translocation to solvent was present (wild-type enzyme) or absent (E292A). A dynamic mechanism of proton transfer is suggested in which, once mannitol has bound to the enzyme-NAD^+^ complex, a down → up conformational change of Glu^292^ results in positioning of Lys^295^ such that it connects the reactive C2 hydroxyl of substrate to a chain of water molecules in the now open proton conduit ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, II*). The opposite up → down motion of Glu^292^ in the step post-catalysis results in release of Lys^295^ from being bonded with the carbonyl group of fructose, thereby promoting the product dissociation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

Materials and chemicals were described elsewhere ([@B37], [@B38], [@B41], [@B42]). Wild-type *Pf*M2DH was prepared by known procedures ([@B43]).

### 

#### Site-directed Mutagenesis, Protein Production, and Characterization

Mutation Glu^292^ → Ala was introduced by inverse PCR ([@B38]) using a pair of oligonucleotide primers: 5′-GTG ACA CCC TAT [GCA]{.ul} GAG ATG AAG-3′ and 5′-GGA CAT CAC GGT AAA CGC-3′. The mismatched bases are underlined. The mutated gene was expressed in *Escherichia coli* JM109, and the E292A mutant was isolated according to protocol ([@B43]). CD spectra of wild-type *Pf*M2DH and E292A were recorded as described elsewhere ([@B38]). Molar enzyme concentrations were determined from absorbance (280 nm) using an extinction coefficient of 55.4 m[m]{.smallcaps}^−1^ cm^−1^ for wild-type enzyme and mutant ([@B44]).

#### Steady-state Kinetic Analysis

Initial reaction rates were recorded spectrophotometrically at 25 °C, measuring the change in absorbance of NADH at 340 nm (ϵ~340~ = 6.22 m[m]{.smallcaps}^−1^ cm^−1^). A full steady-state kinetic analysis was performed at pH 7.1 (100 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris-HCl) and pH 10.0 (100 m[m]{.smallcaps} glycine-NaOH). Kinetic data were collected with the concentrations of substrate and coenzyme being varied against one another, and parameters (*k*~cat~, *K~iC~*, *K~C~*, *K~S~*) were obtained by nonlinear regression, as described elsewhere ([@B38], [@B42], [@B43]). *k*~cat~ is the turnover number, *K~iC~* is the dissociation constant of the enzyme-coenzyme complex, *K~C~* and *K~S~* are Michaelis constants for coenzyme and substrate, respectively. We use subscript O and R on *k*~cat~ and the transient rate constant *k*~obs~ (see later) to indicate the direction of mannitol oxidation (*k*~catO~, *k*~obsO~) and fructose reduction (*k*~catR~, *k*~obsR~), respectively.

The pH dependences of kinetic parameters for E292A were determined in the pH range 7.1--10.5 for mannitol oxidation (*k*~catO~, *K~C~*, and *K~S~*) and 7.1--10.0 for fructose reduction (*k*~catR~, *K~S~*) as described previously in studies of other *Pf*M2DH mutants ([@B41]). A two-component buffer (Tris, glycine) having pH-independent ionic strength of 0.1 [m]{.smallcaps} was used ([@B45]).

Kinetic isotope effects (KIE) resulting from deuteration of one of the reactants (2-\[^2^H\]mannitol; *S*-4-\[^2^H\]NADH) or solvent were determined using reported procedures ([@B42], [@B43]). A nomenclature is used where superscript D describes the primary deuterium KIE and superscript D~2~O describes the solvent KIE on the respective isotope-sensitive parameter ([@B46]). ^D^KIEs were obtained in both directions in the reactions at pH 7.1 (100 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris-HCl) and 10.0 (100 m[m]{.smallcaps} glycine-NaOH). ^D2O^KIEs were determined for mannitol oxidation under conditions where the examined kinetic parameter was independent of pH(D), that is, pH(D) 10.0.

Analysis of the data from pH dependence and KIE measurements was done by reported procedures ([@B42], [@B43]). Full details are given in [supplemental data](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1).

#### Transient Kinetic Analysis

Stopped-flow kinetic data were acquired at 25 °C, typically by recording the change of NADH absorbance at 340 nm as described elsewhere ([@B41], [@B42]). The instrument used (Applied Photophysics model SX.18 MV) had a dead time of 2.0 ms. All reactions were performed using enzyme (10--20 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) in a limiting concentration. Procedures applied for determination of transient kinetic constants under conditions of varied pH and solvent (H~2~O, D~2~O) are provided in [supplemental data](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1).

Measurement of transient proton release (pH 7.1 and 8.0) or uptake (pH 7.1) during the enzymatic reaction was done using the pH indicator phenol red whose change in absorbance was recorded at 556 nm. E292A was gel-filtered twice to a 0.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.1 and 8.0) containing 34 μ[m]{.smallcaps} phenol red, 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} (pH 7.1) or 6 m[m]{.smallcaps} (pH 8.0) NAD^+^, or 200 m[m]{.smallcaps} fructose (pH 7.1). NaCl was added to adjust the ionic strength of the solution to that of the reference buffer (100 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris-HCl). The enzyme solution was rapidly mixed with mannitol (1000 m[m]{.smallcaps}, pH 7.1; 600 m[m]{.smallcaps}, pH 8.0) or NADH (400 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) dissolved in the same buffer. Proton uptake was measured similarly for the wild-type enzyme (initial concentrations: 200 μ[m]{.smallcaps} NADH, 250 m[m]{.smallcaps} fructose). Proton concentrations were determined as described elsewhere ([@B11]). Data fitting is described in [supplemental data](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1).

#### MD Simulations

The MD simulations were performed using a double precision version of the Gromacs MD simulation package ([@B47]). Initial coordinates were taken from the crystal structures (binary complex with NAD^+^, PDB code [1LJ8](1LJ8); ternary complex with mannitol and NAD(H), PDB code [1M2W](1M2W)). PDB codes are subsequently used for identification. The program PROPKA version 3.1 ([@B48]) was used to obtain estimates for the acid ionization constants (p*K~a~* values) for each residue in PDB [1LJ8](1LJ8) and [1M2W](1M2W). The p*K~a~* of the residues in the active site and the p*K~a~* change resulting from formation of the ternary complex were of particular interest and carefully analyzed. Both protein structures were then protonated at pH 7.0 in accordance with the p*K~a~* prediction. The Gromacs pdb2gmx program was used for adding hydrogens to the protein. A variation of the Amber99 force field was used for modeling the proteins ([@B49]). Using the Antechamber program ([@B50]), general amber force field parameters and AM1BCC partial charges were generated for the ligands ([@B51], [@B52]). Modeling of fructose into 1LJ8 used the coordinates for mannitol from 1M2W, except that the C2 oxygen, which was modeled using Chimera ([@B53]), had a shorter bond length and slightly different dihedral angles. Note that the bound coenzyme was modeled as NADH in this case. No prior assumptions concerning the conformation of the nicotinamide ring of NADH were made, and the experimental conformation of the bound NAD^+^ was used. Using the applied force field, only small fluctuations of the conformation of the nicotinamide ring were observed. Further technical details of the MD simulation are given in the [supplemental information](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). Simulations were run for 10--20 ns.

Data analysis was done with respect to backbone r.m.s. deviations for simulated structures as compared with the corresponding initial structure, calculating the r.m.s. deviations for the enzyme as a whole but also for the individual protein domains. The trajectory for the positional change of Glu^292^ between the up and down conformations was also calculated. Therefore an angle α was defined. This represents the angle between two vectors, one pointing from the γ-C atom of Glu^292^ to ^C^NAD and another pointing from the γ-C atom of Glu^292^ to the δ-C atom of Glu^292^. An angle α of 0 indicates the down position of Glu^292^, whereas one at 180° marks the up position.

RESULTS
=======

### 

#### Shifts in the pK*~a~* Values of Active Site Groups Associated with Binding of Mannitol to Enzyme-NAD^+^

We have shown in previous work that the pH dependence of mannitol oxidation by *Pf*M2DH is consistent with a change in p*K~a~* of the catalytic base Lys^295^ from a value of 9.2 in enzyme-NAD^+^ to about 6.8 in the ternary complex ([@B41]). Considering that the protein conformational change connected to formation of 1M2W from 1LJ8 could affect the ionization of different groups in and around the active site, particularly that of Glu^292^, we applied p*K~a~* calculations with PROPKA 3.1. Of note, the probable protonation state of relevant protein residues was considered an important input parameter for the MD simulations to be described below. We have summarized the results in [supplemental Table S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). It was interesting that among all ionizable residues present in 1M2W and 1LJ8, only Glu^292^ and Lys^295^ displayed significant perturbation in p*K~a~* upon changing from enzyme-NAD^+^ to the ternary complex. The calculations reproduced the experimental p*K~a~* change of Lys^295^ remarkably well, with estimates for the actual p*K~a~* values of the lysine in 1LJ8 (p*K~a~* = 9.2) and 1M2W (p*K~a~* = 7.2) being quite close to the experimentally determined constants. The p*K~a~* of Glu^292^ was predicted to change from a value of 9.6 in 1LJ8 to a lower value of about 8 in 1M2W. Note, however, that the side chain of Glu^292^ is quite flexible in 1M2W, indicated by a large β-factor of 29--34 Å^2^. Therefore this precludes direct use of the experimental protein structure for calculation of a well defined p*K~a~* for Glu^292^ in the up position. The implication that Lys^295^ and Glu^292^ are both protonated in 1LJ8 appeared somewhat improbable. We think that the unexpected similarity in the calculated p*K~a~* values for Lys^295^ and Glu^292^ could alternatively be interpreted in terms of a common ionization constant for a molecular group that consists of a water-mediated salt bridge between Lys^295^ and Glu^292^, as shown in [supplemental Fig. S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). The ionization behavior of such a molecular group cannot be determined in a reliable manner using PROPKA 3.1. However, we will show below that the notion of a singly protonated group involving Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^ is consistent with the release of protons from the enzyme during mannitol oxidation at pH 8.0.

To glean more information on the ionization of Glu^292^, we performed two MD simulations of 1M2W in which we assumed Glu^292^ to be protonated or unprotonated, whereas Lys^295^ was assumed to be unprotonated in both simulations. The simulation trajectories are depicted in panels VII and IX of [supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1) where the data are presented together with results of a comprehensive MD simulation study that will be discussed below. Representative structure snapshots (*n* = 50) from the MD simulation trajectories were subjected to p*K~a~* calculation, yielding a reasonably defined p*K~a~* value of 7.0 (±0.6) for Glu^292^. [Supplemental Table S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1) summarizes the results of the analysis performed.

We have previously carried out proton release measurements in the kinetic transient of mannitol oxidation by *Pf*M2DH at pH 8.0 ([@B41]). The amount of protons released in the pre-steady state phase exceeded the molar equivalent of enzyme active sites present by a factor of about 1.6. Roughly one-third of the released protons was accounted for by the chemical reaction (see [Equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) under these conditions, implying that *Pf*M2DH released the molar equivalent of protons due to deprotonation. The experimental stoichiometry of the proton release is therefore inconsistent with a doubly protonated group, Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^, that would have produced up to 2.6 protons per enzyme active site (see [supplemental Table S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). The measured data are in excellent agreement with a scenario in which Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^ contains a single proton that is released because of the p*K~a~* change experienced by the lysine once the Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^ group has become disrupted by the down → up movement of Glu^292^. Glu^292^ in the up position will be ionized at pH 8.0 (see [supplemental Table S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). These findings were applied in further MD simulations.

#### Structural Dynamics of Glu^292^ Characterized by MD Simulation

We performed MD simulations on different ternary complex structures of wild-type *Pf*M2DH. Each of these structures represented a possible snapshot from the proposed enzymatic reaction coordinate as shown in [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"}.[^5^](#FN6){ref-type="fn"} For each complex, the protonation state of Lys^295^ (NH~2~/NH~3~^+^) is as indicated in [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"} by the superscript H (*e.g.* ^H^*E*AB). Similarly, the protonation of Glu^292^ (COO^−^/COOH) was varied in 1LJ8 complexes, whereas in 1M2W complexes, Glu^292^ was assumed to be ionized. Note, for the reasons given above, doubly protonated 1LJ8 complexes were not considered. In summary, therefore, we simulated the following structures whereby the corresponding simulation run(s) and reaction coordinate complexes are indicated in parentheses: 1LJ8-NADH-fructose (runs I,/II, III; \**E*PQ^o^/^H^*E*PQ^c^), 1LJ8-NAD^+^-mannitol (runs IV/V and VI; *E*AB^o^/^H^*E*AB^c^) and 1M2W-NAD^+^-mannitol (runs VII/VIII; *E*AB^o^/^H^*E*AB^o^).[^6^](#FN7){ref-type="fn"} A key proposal of [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"} is the occurrence of closed (*E*^c^) and open (*E*^o^) enzyme forms that are adopted in dependence of the bonding/ionization state of Lys^295^. The kinetic isomerization of *E*^c^ into *E*^o^ constitutes a probable manifestation of the crystallographic domain-opening conformational change of *Pf*M2DH (see [supplemental Movies S1 and S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). Formation of *E*^o^ is a requirement for proton exchange between the active site and bulk solvent. The transition of *E*^c^ into *E*^o^ plus the tentative suggestion from [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"} that Glu^292^ might become flexible in *E*^o^ was put to a critical test by MD simulation.

![**Proposed kinetic reaction coordinate for mannitol oxidation and fructose reduction by wild-type *Pf*M2DH and E292A.** The proposed structural dynamics of the Glu^292^ side chain (up, down) and changes in bonding/protonation state for Lys^295^ (NH~2~, NH~3~^+^) associated with the reaction progress are shown in the *gray boxes*. Note: the down and up position of Glu^292^ is connected with enzyme being in the closed domain (superscript *c*) and open domain conformation (superscript *o*), respectively. Complexes observed crystallographically (*CS*) and in MD simulations (MD run number indicated, see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)) are shown. Flexibility of Glu^292^ as revealed by MD simulations is also indicated ((( ))). ^H^*E* and ^H\*^*E*, protonated enzyme forms, where \* indicates the enzyme conformation that has Lys^295^ connected to the water-wire proton relay; *A*, NAD^+^; *B*, mannitol; *X*, mannitol having C~2~-OH (partially) deprotonated; *P*, fructose; *Q*, NADH. Deuterium fractionation factors (Φ~RS~, Φ~PS~) as relevant for the observed ^D2O^KIEs are indicated (see text in "Discussion"). Protonations at rapid equilibrium are shown as *double arrows*. Protonations having potential kinetic significance due to the involved position change of Glu^292^ are shown as reversible reactions. Ionization constants (see [supplemental Table S5](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)) are assigned to a molecular enzyme group that contains Lys^295^. The 2-O(H) of the alcohol/carbonyl group is indicated, with strong hydrogen bonds (−) distinguished from normal hydrogen bonds (\--). In mannitol oxidation, the isomerization step *k*~9~ (in *gray*) is probably much slower than proton release from ^H\*^*E*PQ (*k*~5~) so that the path via \**E*PQ is preferred. In fructose reduction, the isomerization of ^H^*E*PQ (*k*~10~) is probably disfavored so that the reaction path from ^H^*E*PQ to *E*AB (*k*~21~-*k*~24~) is used by the wild-type enzyme. In E292A, fructose reduction takes place via *k*~10~ from ^H^*E*PQ to ^H\*^*E*PQ. Proton release/uptake measured in the stopped-flow experiment is shown in *bold*. See the text for further discussion of the mechanism.](zbc010129758s001){#S1}

A complete summary of the simulation results is given in [supplemental "Results" and Fig. S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). Key findings are presented in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Analysis of r.m.s. deviation trajectories calculated from the simulation data showed enzyme complexes containing negatively charged Glu^292^ and protonated Lys^295^, this being a plausible chemical representation of the singly protonated group Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^, converged readily within ≤5 ns into apparently stable structures that were all highly similar to the corresponding experimental structures. Using the alternative, yet less likely representation of Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^, where Lys^295^ is unprotonated and Glu^292^ is protonated, convergence to a stable r.m.s. deviation level was observed for the 1LJ8 complex having NADH and fructose bound. The corresponding complex with NAD^+^ and mannitol did not converge, which we noted but did not pursue further. The closed form *E*^c^ was preferred in all complexes featuring the singly protonated group Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^, irrespective of the protonation state of its individual components. Moreover, Glu^292^ did not change its location down the channel.

![**Conformational mobility of Glu^292^ in 1LJ8-NADH-fructose revealed by MD simulation.** Trajectories were obtained for complexes having protonated (*I*) and unprotonated (*II*) Lys^295^. Data on the *ordinate* show the normalized scalar product of vectors γ-C Glu^292^/^C^NAD and γ-C Glu^292^/δ-C Glu^292^ forming the angle α. A value of 1 or −1 reflects an angle α of 0° or 180°, meaning that Glu^292^ adopts the down or up position, respectively. Structure snapshots at the given simulation times are presented *below*. Residue coloring and representation of hydrogen bonds are the same as described in the legend to [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](zbc0101297580002){#F2}

The overall r.m.s. deviation for enzyme complexes having Lys^295^ and Glu^292^ unprotonated did not approach a constant value, suggesting a somewhat unstable conformation. Interestingly, however, in these structures, the r.m.s. deviation trajectories for the individual protein domains were remarkably different from that for the overall r.m.s. deviations, approaching stable and low (≤0.2 nm) values after a comparably short simulation time (≤5 ns). Structural dynamics of the enzyme as a whole is therefore explained from the overall trend of the simulation data to result from an opening movement of the C-terminal relative to the N-terminal domain, in useful agreement with the crystallographically observed reorientation of the two protein domains in 1M2W as compared with 1LJ8 (see [supplemental Movie S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)).

Enlargement of the interdomain space resulting from domain opening might enhance the flexibility of Glu^292^, arguably permitting it to change its position in the channel. MD simulations have successfully captured this conformational mobility of Glu^292^, showing that it is by far greater in unprotonated as compared with protonated complexes of the enzyme ([supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). The mobility of Glu^292^ is probably best represented in a superimposition of the trajectories for Glu^292^ in protonated and unprotonated 1LJ8-NADH-fructose complexes ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} additionally reveals the possibility for Glu^292^ to switch from the down to the up position in the complex when Lys^295^ and Glu^292^ were unprotonated.

1M2W complexes showed a highly flexible Glu^292^ regardless of the protonation state of Lys^295^ ([supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)), consistent with the relatively more open domain conformation of 1M2W as compared with 1LJ8. However, among the ensemble of simulated conformations of Glu^292^ in the two 1M2W complexes, an averaged position up the proton channel was clearly preferred, and there was no switching back of the Glu to a defined down position near the active site in the applied simulation time.

To summarize, MD simulations portray the structural dynamics of Glu^292^ as a likely accompaniment of the domain-opening conformational change of *Pf*M2DH during formation of the productive ternary complex in mannitol oxidation. The apparent stabilization of the closed enzyme conformation under conditions of protonated Lys^295^ (1LJ8 complexes; *E*^c^) is explained by charge complementarity in the interdomain space where the lysine is accommodated through interactions with different residues, mainly Asn^191^ and Asn^300^ but also water bonded to Glu^292^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Productive orientation of mannitol in the active site such that the reactive C2 hydroxyl forms a hydrogen bond with ^NZ^Lys^295^ will cause substantial perturbation in the lysine site. This perturbation could plausibly serve as trigger for domain opening (^H^*E*AB^c^ ⇒ ^H^*E*AB^o^). The finding that preference of Glu^292^ for adopting a position up and down the water channel is probably linked to a neutral and positively charged ^NZ^Lys^295^, respectively, immediately leads to the suggestion that motions of the Glu^292^ would be directly coupled to steps of the catalytic cycle that involve change in the protonation state of Lys^295^ ([Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"}).

#### Kinetic Characterization of E292A

Results from CD spectroscopy ([supplemental Fig. S3](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)) and MD simulation ([supplemental Fig. S2, *X*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)) show that the overall fold and distribution of secondary structural elements as well as positioning of catalytic reactive groups within the active site were hardly affected by the mutation. Functional consequences in E292A can therefore be interpreted to result from locally disruptive effects of the site-directed substitution.

Like the native enzyme, E292A was best active toward mannitol and fructose at pH values of ∼10 and ∼7, respectively (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A full steady-state kinetic characterization of E292A was therefore performed under the respective "optimum pH" conditions for oxidation and reduction. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} compares a representative set of kinetic parameters for E292A with those previously reported for wild-type *Pf*M2DH. A complete summary of the kinetic characterization of E292A, including validation of the reported parameters through Haldane relationship analysis, is given in [supplemental Table S3](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1).

![**pH profiles for E292A (*closed symbols*) and wild-type *Pf*M2DH (*open symbols*) for mannitol oxidation (*A*) and fructose reduction (*B*).** pH dependences of log(*k*~catO~/*K~C~*), log(*k*~cat~/*K~S~*), and log *k*~cat~ are depicted as *squares*, *triangles*, and *circles*, respectively. *Lines* represent best fits of experimental data and the respective equation (see [supplemental "Experimental Procedures"](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). Corresponding ionization constants are summarized in [supplemental Table S5](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). Note: the pH profile of log(*k*~catR~/*K~C~*) for fructose reduction by E292A was not determined. Considering the similarity in all other pH dependences of kinetic parameters for wild-type enzyme and mutant, this profile was not pursued.](zbc0101297580003){#F3}

###### 

**Kinetic parameters for E292A and wild-type *Pf*M2DH**

  Parameter                                               E292A                           Wild-type[*^a^*](#TF1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
                                                          Mannitol oxidation at pH 10.0   
  *k*~catO~ (s^−1^)                                       1.20 ± 0.02                     40.0 ± 0.5
  *k*~obsO~ (s^−1^)                                       47 ± 2                          1483 ± 80[*^b^*](#TF1-2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  *K~C~* (μ[m]{.smallcaps})                               71 ± 5                          93 ± 8
  *K~iC~* (μ[m]{.smallcaps})                              22 ± 9                          300 ± 50
  *k*~catO~/*K~C~* ([m]{.smallcaps}^−1^ s^−1^)            1.7 × 10^4^                     4.0 × 10^5^
  *K~S~* (m[m]{.smallcaps})                               0.56 ± 0.03                     0.40 ± 0.02
  *k*~catO~/*K~S~* ([m]{.smallcaps}^−1^ s^−1^)            2.1 × 10^3^                     1.0 × 10^5^
                                                                                          
                                                          Fructose reduction at pH 7.1    
  *k*~catR~ (s^−1^)[*^a^*](#TF1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.3 ± 0.1                       61 ± 1.5
  *k*~obsR~ (s^−1^)                                       27 ± 3                          403 ± 81[*^b^*](#TF1-2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  *K~C~* (μ[m]{.smallcaps})                               7 ± 1                           67 ± 4
  *K~iC~* (μ[m]{.smallcaps})                              17 ± 4                          80 ± 15
  *k*~catO~/*K~C~* ([m]{.smallcaps}^−1^ s^−1^)            3.3 × 10^5^                     9.1 × 10^5^
  *K~S~* (m[m]{.smallcaps})                               0.13 ± 0.01                     0.24 ± 0.03
  *k*~catR~/*K~S~* ([m]{.smallcaps}^−1^ s^−1^)            1.8 × 10^4^                     2.5 × 10^5^

*^a^* Data at pH 10.0 and 7.1 are from Refs. [@B42] and [@B73], respectively.

*^b^* Data are from Ref. [@B41].

Substitution of Glu^292^ by Ala caused a similar (20--40-fold) decrease in kinetic parameters (*k*~catO~, *k*~catO~/*K~C~*~,~ *k*~catO~/*K~S~*) for mannitol oxidation at pH 10.0. In terms of *K~iC~*, binding of NAD^+^ was about 14-fold tighter by E292A than it was by wild-type enzyme. In fructose reduction at pH 7.1, there was a modest effect of the mutation on *k*~catR~/*K~C~* (2.3-fold decrease), whereas more substantial decreases in *k*~catR~ (23-fold) and *k*~catR~/*K~S~* (12-fold) were observed. In terms of *K~iC~*, binding of NADH was about 5-fold stronger in E292A as compared with wild-type enzyme. Observations that in each direction of the reaction, *k*~cat~ was about as sensitive to the substitution of Glu → Ala as was *k*~cat~/*K~S~* indicates that the role of Glu^292^ in the enzymatic mechanism primarily concerns steps of the catalytic cycle. The magnitude of the disruptive effect of the mutation is consistent with an auxiliary function of Glu^292^ in catalysis. The data also indicate that substitution of Glu^292^ by Ala is not silent with respect to binding of NAD^+^ and NADH. However, the kinetic peculiarities of E292A with respect to binding of coenzyme appeared to be not directly related to the mechanistic problems examined and were therefore not further pursued.

To examine the catalytic part of the overall reaction of E292A as a kinetically isolated step, we analyzed mannitol oxidation and fructose reduction by the mutated enzyme in rapid mixing stopped-flow experiments. Irrespective of the pH used (pH 7.1 or 10.0) and the direction of reaction studied, the enzymatic conversion proceeded with a pre-steady state "burst" that was followed by a linear steady-state phase ([supplemental Fig. S4](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)). Rate constants (*k*~obs~) and amplitudes associated with the kinetic transients were obtained from fits of the data, and results at optimum conditions for reduction (pH 7.1; *k*~obsR~) and oxidation (pH 10.0; *k*~obsO~) are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. A complete summary of the transient kinetic data are presented in [supplemental Table S3](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). For E292A, the magnitude of the pre-steady state burst decreased as the pH was lowered from 10.0 to 7.1. This decrease is mainly due to changes in the ratio of *k*~obs~ to *k*~cat~ in response to variation of pH. Under the conditions used where the concentrations of substrate and coenzyme were saturating, *k*~obsO~ and *k*~obsR~ represent the interconversion of enzyme-NAD^+^-mannitol and enzyme-NADH-fructose in oxidation and reduction direction, respectively.[^7^](#FN8){ref-type="fn"} Either rate constant of E292A was substantially (11--23-fold, fructose reduction; 30--50-fold, mannitol oxidation) decreased at each pH as compared with the corresponding *k*~obs~ value for the native enzyme. These results confirm the notion that substitution of Glu^292^ by Ala partially disrupts the catalytic cycle of *Pf*M2DH.

#### pH Studies

Despite fundamental disparity in the invoked molecular mechanism, the different proposals for the role of Glu^292^ in the catalytic reaction of *Pf*M2DH ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*) agree in their common implication that site-directed replacement of Glu by Ala could interfere with the proton transfer steps. Beyond that, an ionizable residue is removed in the immediate vicinity of the enzyme active site ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Therefore, the pH activity dependence of E292A might differ significantly from that of wild-type *Pf*M2DH, and comparison of the two pH dependences could provide vital evidence on the role of Glu^292^ in the enzymatic mechanism. pH profiles for steady-state kinetic parameters of E292A were measured in each direction of reaction. The results are shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} where they are collated with the corresponding pH profiles of native *Pf*M2DH ([@B42], [@B43]). The pH profile of log(*k*~catO~/*K~C~*) for wild-type enzyme had not previously been reported and was therefore determined in this work. p*K~a~* values associated with theses pH profiles are summarized in [supplemental Table S5](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). The results show that the pH activity dependence of E292A was overall very similar to that of the wild-type enzyme. Because some of the pH profiles in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} might have a shallow appearance (in the log-log representation), we would like to point out that each pH dependence shown was well fitted with the corresponding pH model and the p*K~a~* values thus obtained are statistically well determined.

We also determined the pH dependences of *k*~obs~ in either direction of reaction and show the results in [supplemental Fig. S5](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). Like in wild-type enzyme, *k*~obsR~ of E292A was independent of pH. An average value for *k*~obsR~ of 25 ± 2 s^−1^ was obtained in the pH range 7.0--10.0. Determination of the pH profile of log *k*~obsO~ was complicated due to the apparent interference from a buffer effect on E292A. However, the overall trend of the data are interpreted as a decrease in log *k*~obsO~ at low pH. The p*K~a~* associated with this decrease had a value of 7.3 ± 0.1 and can be compared with the p*K~a~* of 6.8 observed in the pH profile of log *k*~obsO~ for the wild-type enzyme ([@B41]).

We have previously shown that the essential molecular group in enzyme-NAD^+^ (*k*~catO~/*K~S~* profile) and enzyme-NADH (*k*~catR~/*K~S~* profile) that undergoes ionization at a p*K~a~* of about 9 contains Lys^295^ ([@B42], [@B43]). The p*K~a~* of this group is shifted down to a value of about 7 in enzyme-NAD^+^-mannitol (*k*~obsO~ profile), explained by formation of a hydrogen bond between the reactive hydroxyl of substrate and the ϵ-amino group of Lys^295^ ([@B41]). The set of pH profiles collected herein reveal that Glu^292^ is not part of this essential group in *Pf*M2DH. This result is difficult to reconcile with a proton transfer that relies on Glu^292^ to take up the proton abstracted from substrate by Lys^295^ and shuttle it to solvent ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, I*). It is, however, compatible with the alternative "gate" mechanism ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, II*) of Glu^292^. The pH studies, furthermore, show that Glu^292^ is not accountable for the groups whose ionizations determine the pH-log(*k*~catO~/*K~C~*) profile, representing the pH dependence of binding of NAD^+^ to free enzyme.

#### Kinetic Isotope Effects

We performed steady-state and transient kinetic experiments to measure ^D^KIEs on the relevant parameters (^D^*k*~cat~, ^D^*k*~cat~/*K~S~*, and ^D^*k*~obs~) for E292A. Analysis of these ^D^KIEs provide important information on the contribution of the isotope-sensitive step of hydride transfer to rate limitation in the overall reaction of the mutant. ^D^KIEs on *k*~cat~ and *k*~cat~/*K~S~* were determined above (pH 10.0) and below (pH 7.1) the apparent p*K~a~* of Lys^295^. Results are shown in [supplemental Table S6](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). At the optimum state of protonation of Lys^295^ for oxidation (pH 10.0) and reduction (pH 7.1), E292A showed lower ^D^*k*~cat~/*K~S~* values than wild-type *Pf*M2DH. Hydride transfer is therefore not rate-determining for catalysis by E292A in either direction of the reaction. Contrary to the native enzyme ([@B42]), ^D^KIEs for the mutant were not affected by the used variation in pH. The ^D^*k*~cat~/*K~S~* for E292A approached a value between unity (=no ^D^KIE) and the equilibrium ^D^KIE (^D^*K*~eq~) in the direction of mannitol oxidation (^D^*K*~eq~ = 1.2) and fructose reduction (^D^*K*~eq~ = 0.83) ([@B42]). These ^D^KIEs imply that there must be relatively slow steps prior to and after the isotope-sensitive step of hydride transfer by E292A, strongly suppressing the observable ^D^KIE in each direction of reaction. We also analyzed the occurrence of a ^D^KIE on *k*~obsO~ (=1.1 ± 0.1) and *k*~obsR~ (=0.9 ± 0.1) for E292A at pH 10.0. Both ^D^KIEs were between 1 and ^D^*K*~eq~, consistent with the notion that hydride transfer comes close to equilibrium in the reaction catalyzed by E292A.

KIEs due to deuteration of solvent may be useful to capture limitations of the enzymatic rate by proton transfer steps. ^D2O^KIEs on kinetic parameters for mannitol oxidation by E292A were therefore determined and are summarized in [supplemental Table S6](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). The large ^D2O^KIE on *k*~catO~/*K~S~* (2.4 ± 0.3) ([@B42]) for the wild-type enzyme was eliminated in E292A. There was likewise no ^D2O^KIE on *k*~catO~/*K~S~* when reaction of E292A was performed with deuterated mannitol substrate. The ^D2O^KIEs on *k*~cat~ were similar for both native and mutated enzyme (1.6--1.7) implying that solvent sensitivity of step(s) involving dissociation of NADH from *E*-NADH were not affected by mutation ([@B42]). E292A displayed a ^D2O^KIE of 1.4 ± 0.1, whereas the ^D2O^KIE on the amplitude of the pre-steady state burst was inverse (0.6 ± 0.1). By way of comparison, *k*~obsO~ for the wild-type enzyme does not show solvent dependence ([@B42]). From the hyperbolic dependence of *k*~obsO~ on the mannitol concentration, we determined a substrate half-saturation constant (*K~d,S~*) of 7 ± 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} that describes dissociation of mannitol from E292A-NAD^+^-mannitol. We showed that this *K~dS~* was sensitive to solvent deuteration and determined a ^D2O^KIE of 1.8 ± 0.3. The resulting ^D2O^KIE on *k*~obsO~/*K~dS~* was 0.8, which is comparable with ^D2O^*k*~catO~/*K~S~*.

#### Transient Kinetic Analysis of Proton Transfer

Stopped-flow experiments were performed to measure proton transfer between enzyme and solvent in the pre-steady state phase of the reaction catalyzed by E292A. [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows representative time courses of proton release/uptake by the enzyme. Transient kinetic parameters associated with the shown time courses are given in [supplemental Table S4](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1).

![**Stopped-flow time courses of proton release/uptake and NAD(H) formation during reactions catalyzed by E292A and wild-type enzyme.** *Panels A* and *B* show mannitol oxidation by E292A at pH 7.1 and 8.0. Release of H^+^ (*I*) and formation of NADH (*II*) is indicated. *Panels C* and *D* and *E* and *F* display time courses of NAD^+^ formation (*C* and *E*) and H^+^ uptake (*D* and *F*) at pH 7.1 by wild-type PfM2DH and E292A, respectively. Transient kinetic constants are summarized in [supplemental Table S4](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1). Note: the decline of \[NAD^+^\]/\[E\] in the very first phase of the stopped-flow time course shown in *panels E* and *F* is apparent. It corresponds to the absorbance signal received within the dead time of the instrument (\<2 ms).](zbc0101297580004){#F4}

In mannitol oxidation by E292A ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*), there was a weak transient burst of proton release that was followed by the linear steady-state phase. The steady-state rates of proton release and formation of NADH by E292A were identical, consistent with the enzymatic reaction, mannitol + NAD^+^ ↔ [d]{.smallcaps}-fructose + NADH + H^+^. The amount of protons produced by E292A in the pre-steady state burst (0.32 at pH 7.1 and 0.84 at pH 8.0) was smaller than the limiting concentration of enzyme used in the experiment. For the wild-type enzyme instead, a much larger molar ratio of 1.7 \[H^+^\]/\[*E*\] at pH 8.0 was observed ([@B41]). The transient rate constant of proton release (*k*~obsO_H^+^~) was decreased in E292A, by at least 115-fold (=1500/13), as compared with the approximate *k*~obsO_H^+^~ (≥1500 s^−1^) for the wild-type enzyme ([@B41]).

In fructose reduction (pH 7.1) by E292A ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *D*) and wild-type enzyme ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *E* and *F*), uptake of protons ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *F*) matched the consumption of NADH ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *E*) in the kinetic transient, and *k*~obsR_H^+^~ was about equal to *k*~obsR~. *k*~obsR_H^+^~ was lowered about 20-fold as a result of the mutation. The molar ratio of NADH consumed and protons taken up in the kinetic transient was in agreement. Summarizing, these results show partial disruption of the overall proton transfer in E292A as compared with the wild-type enzyme.

DISCUSSION
==========

Lys^295^ provides Brønsted base catalytic assistance to NAD^+^-dependent oxidation of mannitol by *Pf*M2DH. Because of the high p*K* of 9.2 for Lys^295^ in enzyme-NAD^+^, reaction at physiological conditions (pH ≈ 7) relies on deprotonation of the ϵ-amino group of the lysine at the ternary complex level ([@B37], [@B41]). Depression of the p*K* of Lys^295^ to a value of 6.8 as a result of mannitol binding ensures optimal catalytic participation from the lysine in the direction of substrate oxidation ([@B41]). Measurements of proton release in the kinetic transient of oxidation of mannitol by wild-type enzyme and a series of active site mutants of *Pf*M2DH have previously captured the essential "activation" of Lys^295^ and, furthermore, showed that the proton formed in the chemical reaction is also transferred to solvent prior to dissociation of enzyme-NADH, the rate-limiting step at the steady-state ([@B41]). The results reported herein delineate the role of the mobile Glu^292^ in facilitating these critical proton transfer steps of *Pf*M2DH. Collectively, they provide a strong case for the involvement of protein conformational dynamics in catalytic proton transfer by this ADH. [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"} shows the proposed enzymatic mechanism that is discussed below.

### 

#### Roles of Glu^292^ in the Catalytic Cycle of PfM2DH: Evidence from Kinetics

The presence of a (small) pre-steady state burst of product formation in multiple turnover stopped-flow progress curves for mannitol oxidation and fructose reduction by E292A together with the suggestion from ^D^KIE studies that a post-catalytic step at the ternary enzyme complex level is slow in the mutated enzyme leads to the proposition that the overall product release (including a possible isomerization of the ternary enzyme complex prior to the actual dissociation of product) has become a partly rate-limiting step of *k*~cat~ for each direction of the enzymatic reaction as a result of the Glu^292^ → Ala substitution.

Results of pH studies indicate that the pH-dependent ionization of Lys^295^ in enzyme-NAD^+^ was identical with limits of error in E292A as compared with wild-type enzyme. The data also reveal that binding of mannitol to E292A-NAD^+^ was associated with a similarly large decrease in p*K~a~* for Lys^295^ as the one observed in the wild-type enzyme. Interestingly, therefore, contrary to native *Pf*M2DH, the mutated enzyme did not show fast proton release when its pre-formed binary complex with NAD^+^ (in which Lys^295^ is about half or fully protonated at pH 7.1 or 8.0) was mixed with a saturating concentration of mannitol in the stopped-flow instrument. Deprotonation of the lysine was previously suggested to be part of a pre-catalytic conformational equilibrium, *E*AB^o^ (^H^*E*AB^c^) ⇔ \**E*AB^o^ (*k*~3~ and *k*~4~; *k*~15~ and *k*~16~), in which the ϵ-amino group of Lys^295^ and the 2-OH of mannitol are optimally aligned for base catalysis ([@B41], [@B42]). Evidence from transient kinetic analysis of proton transfer from enzyme to solvent indicates that substitution of Glu^292^ by Ala resulted in slowing down of the "forward isomerization" step of this equilibrium (*k*~3~ or *k*~15~). An additional decrease in *k*~4~ and/or *k*~16~ as a result of the mutation is likely and it would explain the slow rate of product dissociation in the direction of fructose reduction, as implied by the KIE data.

The finding that E292A undergoes only partial deprotonation in the pre-steady state reaction phase (pH 8.0: 84%), whereas the wild-type enzyme releases 1.7 times its molar equivalent of protons under the same reaction conditions is primarily due to a low NADH burst (∼0.2 \[NADH\]/\[E\]) formed in the transient phase of mannitol oxidation. Another, although minor component of this effect could be that the pre-catalytic equilibrium (*k*~3~/*k*~4~ and *k*~15~/*k*~16~) (see [supplemental Table S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)) changes as a result of the mutation. The experimental p*K~a~* (wild-type enzyme, 6.8; E292A, 7.3) is assigned to Lys^295^ in the isomerized \**E*AB^o^ complex ready to undergo reaction via proton abstraction and hydride transfer.

Solvent KIEs were analyzed in terms of the deuterium fractionation factors of reactant (Φ~RS~), transition (Φ~TS~), and product states (Φ~PS~). In wild-type enzyme, Φ~RS~ and Φ~TS~ have a similar value of ∼0.36 ([@B37]). The low Φ~RS~ and Φ~TS~ were explained by development of the partial negative charge on the oxygen atom of the reactive alcohol group in both the reactant state (^H\*^*E*AX^o^) and the transition state, resulting from partial proton abstraction by ϵ-NH~2~ of Lys^295^. The absence of a ^D2O^KIE on *k*~obsO~ is understood as cancellation of solvent effects on the reactant state and the transition state because of ^D2O^*k*~obsO~ = Φ~RS~/Φ~TS~ ([@B54]). The large ^D2O^KIE on *k*~catO~/*K~S~* for the wild-type enzyme reflects the contribution from Φ~TS~ because the hydride transfer is rate-limiting for *k*~catO~/*K~S~* and the relevant reactant state, enzyme-NAD^+^ (*E*A^o^ at p*L* 10.0), may be assumed to have a Φ~RS~ value of ∼1. In E292A, *k*~catO~/*K~S~* is limited by product dissociation and therefore fails in capturing the chemical steps of catalysis. The absence of a ^D2O^KIE on *k*~catO~/*K~S~* likely reflects values of Φ~RS~ (*E*A^o^) and Φ~PS~ (enzyme-NADH-fructose, \**E*PQ^o^) that are both close to unity. However, more detailed information on E292A can be gleaned from ^D2O^KIEs on the amplitude of the pre-steady state burst (Π), the dissociation constant for mannitol (*K~dS~*), and *k*~obsO~. ^D2O^Π is the ratio of Φ~RS~ and Φ~PS~ ([@B54]). With Φ~PS~ ≈ 1, it follows from the measured value of ^D2O^Π that Φ~RS~ is 0.6. This estimate for Φ~RS~ is validated by analysis of ^D2O^*K~dS~* (=1.8), which expresses the solvent sensitivity of the enzyme-NAD^+^ (*E*A^o^) and enzyme-NAD^+^-mannitol (^H\*^*E*AX^o^) reactant states. With a Φ~RS~ for *E*A^o^ of ≈1, a value of 0.55 is calculated for Φ~RS~ of ^H\*^*E*AX (=1/1.8). Using the value of 1.4 for ^D2O^*k*~obsO~, we can further calculate that Φ~TS~ for E292A is 0.4 (=0.55/1.4). The similarity of Φ~RS~ (0.4 for the wild-type and 0.6 for E292A) and Φ~TS~ for wild-type enzyme (0.4) and E292A (0.4) shows that substitution of Glu^292^ by Ala does not change salient features of the chemical steps of the catalytic reaction coordinate of *Pf*M2DH that include, as shown in [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"}, preactivation of the mannitol substrate at the reactant state by partial abstraction of the alcohol proton (^H\*^*E*AX^o^, *k*~5~) and reaction through an oxyanion-like transition state (*k*~7~). Therefore, these findings together with the observation that Glu^292^ does not contribute to ionizations of enzyme-reactant complexes strongly support the proposal for an *indirect* participation of Glu^292^ in catalytic proton transfer of *Pf*M2DH ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*C, II*).

#### Dynamic Function of Glu^292^ in the Catalytic Mechanism of PfM2DH

The experimental results combined with evidence from MD simulations suggest a role for Glu^292^ in the catalytic reaction of the *Pf*M2DH ([Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"}). Glu^292^ adopts the position down the channel when initially at physiological pH, Lys^295^ is protonated in enzyme-NAD^+^. A water-mediated contact between Lys^295^ and Glu^292^ stabilizes the down position and proton conduit to and from the active site is interrupted at this stage. When after substrate binding (^H^*E*AB^c^, *k*~13~) the reactive alcohol group of mannitol is positioned for hydrogen bonding with Lys^295^, the interaction between the lysine and Glu^292^ is broken, and the Glu swings into the now preferred up position (^H^*E*AB^o^, *k*~15~). The down → up movement of Glu^292^ enables formation of a chain of four water molecules that establish a functional (von Grotthuss type ([@B55])) proton conduit in the now open protein channel. Moreover, it causes the channel to expand by about 2--3 Å at the exit region, which in turn results in disruption of the hydrogen bond between His^194^ and Glu^293^. The consequent loss of the local proton buffering capacity at the surface side of the channel leads to development of a large proton gradient between the active site, where Lys^295^ now becomes activated for catalysis by deprotonation, and the channel exit. Proton translocation to solvent is strongly favored under these conditions.[^8^](#FN9){ref-type="fn"} The clear benefit for enzymatic catalysis that is drawn from the overall conformational change associated with the positional switch of Glu^292^ (*k*~15~) is that the reactive C2 hydroxyl of mannitol becomes connected via the ϵ-NH~2~ group of Lys^295^ to the water-wire proton relay of the enzyme (\**E*AB^o^).

The catalytic cycle of *Pf*M2DH proceeds via development of a oxyanion character in substrate (^H\*^*E*AX^o^, *k*~5~), promoted by partial abstraction of the hydroxyl proton to Lys^295^ under electrostatic steering of the "oxyanion hole" residues Asn^191^ and Asn^300^ ([@B37], [@B41]). From this "activated" reactant state (Φ~RS~ ≈ 0.4, ^H\*^*E*AX^o^ ([@B37])), chemical oxidation by hydride transfer and proton transfer (*k*~7~) takes place, leading up to an enzyme-NADH-fructose complex in which Lys^295^ has become protonated but Glu^292^ still points toward the exit of the channel (^H\*^*E*PQ^o^). Because Glu^292^ switching back and forth will obviously be a much slower process than the actual proton translocation through the water-wire relay,[^9^](#FN10){ref-type="fn"} it is reasonable to assume that the proton from ϵ-NH~3~^+^ of Lys^295^ in enzyme-NADH-fructose escapes to bulk solution before conformational dynamics of Glu^292^ has had time to intervene. Additionally, work on other proteins shows that a low p*K~a~* \< 7 is favored under conditions where the buried lysine is hydrated and linked with bulk solvent by a chain of ordered water molecules ([@B56]). Fructose is released from \**E*PQ^o^ (*k*~19~) and the original protonation state of Lys^295^ is restored in enzyme-NADH at the steady state, inducing Glu^292^ to swing back to the down position, which is accompanied by domain closure (^H^*E*Q^c^) and collapsing of the water chain.

Inertia of the up and down motion of Glu^292^ at the level of enzyme-NADH-fructose is the probable reason for an apparent disjointedness in reaction pathways for mannitol oxidation and fructose reduction, as follows. Binding of fructose to enzyme-NADH gives a ternary complex in which Lys^295^ is protonated and Glu^292^ points down the channel (^H^*E*PQ^c^). This ternary complex, which has not yet isomerized to bring Glu^292^ into the up position (^H\*^*E*PQ^o^, *k*~10~), undergoes conversion to enzyme-NAD^+^-mannitol (*k*~22~ and *k*~24~), featuring the Glu pointing down toward the active site where Lys^295^ is unprotonated post-catalysis. Proton uptake by Lys^295^ is proposed to occur at this point (*E*AB^o^). This would involve a full cycle of up and down motions of Glu^292^ (*E*AB^o^ ⇒; ^H^*E*AB^c^) and could derive the proton from His^294^ at the exit of water channel. The notion that reaction in fructose reduction is disjoined from reaction in mannitol oxidation is supported by ^D^KIE data showing for wild-type *Pf*M2DH and a series of active-site mutants thereof that enzymatic reactions do not obey the relationship, ^D^*K*~eq~ = (^D^*k*~catR~/*K~S~*)/(^D^*k*~catO~/*K~S~*), as expected if one path was the exact reverse of the other ([@B41]). Only after Glu^292^ has been replaced in E292A do we observe that the experimental ^D^KIEs in oxidation and reduction become consolidated in ^D^*K*~eq~ (0.83 ≈ 0.9/1.1). The proposal in [Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"} that hydride transfer reduction of fructose does not depend on prior kinetic isomerization at *k*~10~ is strongly upheld by results of previous work showing that enzyme-NADH-fructose is almost fully competent for hydride transfer reduction of the substrate irrespective of the protonation state of Lys^295^ ([@B41], [@B42]). Our MD simulations ([supplemental Fig. S2, *II*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.289223/DC1)) are consistent with this notion, showing that in the closed enzyme conformation with Glu^292^ pointing down the channel (^H^*E*PQ^c^), the reactive carbons of fructose and NADH are positioned stably (10 ns) in approximate distance for hydride transfer (≈3.3 Å). Optimized bonding between the catalytic acid-base and the reactive group of the substrate, which is the eventual result of the pre-catalytic isomerization in each direction, appears to be by far less important for hydride transfer in reduction (ϵ-NH~3~^+^ ... O = C; *k*~22~) than it is in oxidation (ϵ-NH~2~ ... HO-C; *k*~5~). One could characterize fructose reduction via steps *k*~22~ and *k*~24~ as reaction of *Pf*M2DH that is uncoupled from the water-wire proton relay. E292A differs from wild-type enzyme in that the kinetic isomerization steps at enzyme-NAD^+^-mannitol (*k*~15~ and *k*~16~; *k*~3~ and *k*~4~) are slowed down drastically (≥30-fold = 1500/50) and fructose reduction takes place by steps *k*~8~ and *k*~6~ rather than via step *k*~22~. In E292A, protonation and deprotonation of Lys^295^ post-catalysis occurs at the ternary complex level.

#### Conformational Dynamics and Proton Transfer: PfM2DH and Other Enzymes

In conclusion, mannitol oxidation by *Pf*M2DH involves a water-wire (von Grotthuss type ([@B55])) mechanism of proton transfer that is linked to the conformational dynamics of Glu^292^. Molecular motion of the Glu is made possible by a global domain opening conformational change of the enzyme that seems to occur mainly in response to change in the bonding/protonation state of Lys^295^. This ensures that progress of the enzymatic reaction provides the essential timer switch for opening (Glu^292^ up) and closing (Glu^292^ down) of the proton conduit. The role of Glu^292^ in *Pf*M2DH is distinct from the proposed proton shuttle function of similar mobile Glu/Asp residues in the proton channels of redox-driven proton pumps. However, proton transfer along water wires may also have an important role in these proton pumps, as shown recently for bacteriorhodopsin ([@B57]) and cytochrome *c* oxidase ([@B58]). Discontinuous operation of a proton relay as in *Pf*M2DH is an entirely new feature of proton transfer in ADHs. An important implication of our findings is that the scope of conformational dynamics in ADH catalysis not only includes the hydride transfer that was extensively studied by experimental and computational methods ([@B59], [@B60]) but also the proton transfer. Dynamic characteristics of the proton transfer have been carefully examined in carbonic anhydrase ([@B61]--[@B65]) and *p*-hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase ([@B27], [@B28]). Unlike *Pf*M2DH, both enzymes use shuttling motions, from a His in carbonic anhydrase and the flavin cofactor in *p*-hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase, to translocate protons. Furthermore, mobile Glu residues potentially participating in proton translocation between the active site and bulk solvent were also identified in the \[NiFe\]-hydrogenase from *Desulfovibrio fructosovorans* ([@B66]) or in the γ-class carbonic anhydrase from *Methanosarcina thermophila* ([@B67]).
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Horse liver ADH represents the group of Zn^+^-dependent ADHs of the medium-chain dehydrogenase/reductase protein family ([@B3]). ADHs from the protein families of short-chain dehydrogenases/reductases ([@B68]), long-chain dehydrogenases/reductases ([@B69]), and aldo-keto reductases ([@B70]) utilize a metal-independent mechanism of catalysis. The proton transfer in these non-Zn^2+^ ADHs is not well understood.

The enzyme belongs to a family of polyol-specific long-chain dehydrogenases/reductases and utilizes a metal-independent mechanism of catalysis ([@B69]).

The classical MD simulation used herein was not suitable for reproducing the "partial deprotonation" type of hydrogen bonding between the mannitol 2-OH and the Lys^295^ NH~2~, as in the \**E*AX^o^ and ^H\*^*E*AX^o^ complexes ([Scheme 1](#S1){ref-type="scheme"}), which is thought to be a key catalytic factor in the reaction of *Pf*M2DH ([@B37], [@B38]). This limitation notwithstanding, the MD simulation is shown to capture salient features of enzyme structural dynamics that are probably essential in catalysis.

The requirement of having the residue protonation state fixed in the MD simulation results in two extreme representations of the singly protonated group Lys^295^/H~2~O/Glu^292^, as NH~3~^+^-COO^−^ and NH~2~-COOH. The first representation may be favored chemically but we note that the location of the proton in this group is not known.

Transient rates of mannitol oxidation by E292A were independent of whether the reaction was started with free enzyme or enzyme preincubated with a saturating concentration of NAD^+^. Therefore, this implies that steps involved in coenzyme binding were fast compared with the steps leading to formation of NADH and protons.

Approximating the protein channel as a cylinder of 0.75 nm diameter and 1.1 nm height, we calculate that the local concentration of a proton released from the active site would be about 1 [m]{.smallcaps}. The bulk proton concentration is only 100 n[m]{.smallcaps} (pH 7.0).

A mean residence time of ∼1.5 ps for a proton on one particular water has been reported for proton transfers of this type ([@B71], [@B72]). For *Pf*M2DH, proton translocation is therefore expected to take ∼6 ps.

The abbreviations used are: ADHalcohol dehydrogenase*Pf*M2DHmannitol 2-dehydrogenase from *P. fluorescens*KIEkinetic isotope effectMDmolecular dynamicsPDBprotein data baser.m.s.root mean square.
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